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 63 
Abstract 64 
As Web services become pervasive and critical to business operations, the task of 65 
managing Web services and implementations of the Web services architecture will be 66 
imperative to the success of business operations. Web services manageability is defined as 67 
a set of capabilities for discovering the existence, availability, health, performance, and 68 
usage, as well as the control and configuration of a Web service within the Web services 69 
architecture. This implies that Web services can be managed using Web services 70 
technologies. The importance of  a standardized management model for Web services and 71 
the promise of Web services as a management integration technology has driven industry 72 
leaders in Web services and management technologies and applications to form a technical 73 
committee in OASIS called the Web Services Distributed Management (WSDM) Technical 74 
Committee. 75 
 76 
The WSDM TC is chartered to develop the specifications for defining how to use Web 77 
services to manage any IT resource – the “WSDM Management Using Web Services” 78 
specification. They are also charted to define the manageability model for a Web service as 79 
an IT resource and how to access that model using Web services – the “WSDM 80 
Management OF Web Services” specification.  WS-Manageability defines the later, the 81 
manageability model for a Web service and how to access that model using Web services. 82 
WS-Manageability does not provide a “Management Using Web Services” specification. 83 
But it does provide insight, illustration, and input into how “Management Using Web 84 
Services” should be developed to support Web services and Grid services communities 85 
through a concrete use case: Managing Web services. 86 
 87 
WS-Manageability  88 
WS-Manageability is composed of three documents, a concepts document, a normative 89 
specification, and renderings listing. These documents are summarized below: 90 
 91 
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The WS-Manageability – Concepts document outlines the scope and definitions for the 92 
specification. It provides an overview of Web services architecture and implications for 93 
management of that architecture. The Concepts document further defines the role of the 94 
manager in the Web services architecture and provides practical information on 95 
manageability implementation patterns and discovery considerations. 96 
 97 
The WS-Manageability - Specification begins by introducing the general concepts of a 98 
manageability model in terms of manageability topics, (identification, configuration, state, 99 
metrics, and relationships) and the aspects (properties, operations and events) used to 100 
define them. These abstract concepts apply to understanding and describing the 101 
manageability information and behavior of any IT resource, not just Web services. We use 102 
these concepts to organize our approach to Web services manageability. 103 
 104 
The manageability model for Web services endpoint is defined as concrete models in UML 105 
using the topics and aspects concepts, without implying any particular implementation or 106 
locus of implementation. Appropriate manageability interfaces are defined based on the 107 
UML manageability models.  While some parts of this model may be useful for modeling 108 
the manageability of any IT resource, this specification is focused exclusively on the 109 
requirements of Web service endpoints and does not propose a complete generic resource 110 
manageability model. The WSDM “Management Using Web Services” specification may 111 
incorporate these more generic models.  112 
 113 
The WS-Manageability – Representation document provides the interface definitions 114 
based on the model as WSDL 1.1 and GWSDL renderings. These definitions are meant to 115 
show how the topics and aspects concepts along with concrete models can influence the 116 
development of consistent Web services interfaces for accessing the manageability 117 
information of Web services. The interfaces illustrate how the manageability model for 118 
Web services can be divided into aspects of topics that apply to all manageable resources 119 
and aspects of topics that apply only to the manageability of Web service endpoints.  The 120 
interfaces that may apply to all manageable resources may be incorporated into the 121 
“WSDM Management Using Web Services” specification. The details of these WSDL 122 
interfaces specific to managing a Web service endpoint may change to remain consistent 123 
with the “WSDM Management Using Web Services” specification when it is available.  124 
 125 
This specification depends on Web services as a distributed platform. There are several 126 
common functions which are required for management using Web services that are not 127 
specific to management and not yet available as standardized Web service technologies. 128 
Interim solutions have been proposed in this specification which will be replaced by 129 
suitable standards when they become available. It is not expected that the WSDM TC will 130 
continue specification of or standardization of the interim solutions. 131 
 132 
This specification defines the manageability model for Web services, and then uses Web 133 
services as a ‘worked example’ of how manageability interfaces in general, as well as Web 134 
services manageability interfaces, may be rendered based on one approach to management 135 
using Web services practices.  136 
 137 
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Notational Conventions 138 
The key words “MUST,” “MUST NOT,” “REQUIRED,” “SHALL,” “SHALL NOT,” 139 
“SHOULD,” “SHOULD NOT,” “RECOMMENDED,” “MAY,” and “OPTIONAL” are to 140 
be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC 2119]. This is not yet done consistently. 141 
This specification uses namespace prefixes throughout; they are listed in Table 1. Note that 142 
the choice of any namespace prefix is arbitrary at this time and not semantically significant. 143 
 144 
Prefix Namespace 
wsmr urn:wsmr:common:relationships   
wser urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:relationships 
wsdl http://www.w3.org/2002/07/wsdl  
soap http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/ 
gwsdl http://www.gridform.org/namespaces/2003/gridWSDLExtensions 
ogsi http://www.gridforum.org/namespaces/2003/OGSI 
xsd http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema  
wsp http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/12/policy  

Table 1: Some standard prefixes and namespaces commonly used in this document. 145 
 146 
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1 Base Web Service Manageability Model 212 
This specification defines the manageability interface for the Web services endpoint.  213 
Many of the concepts and techniques introduced apply equally to the manageability 214 
interface of any resource, but only those that apply to the management of Web services are 215 
defined. The general concepts are not identified separately from those specific to Web 216 
services. The separation of the concepts will be addressed based on the WSDM 217 
Management Using Web Services Specification when available. This model depends on a 218 
Web services platform for all non-management specific functionality. Where parts of this 219 
platform are required, but not yet standardized in the platform, solutions have been 220 
introduced to allow easy implementation until the appropriate standards become available.  221 
 222 
Section 3 outlines an approach on rendering the manageability model in WSDL and 223 
GWSDL descriptions. The actual renderings are provided in the WS-Manageability – 224 
Representations document. 225 
 226 
The interface development techniques used in these sections should be considered during 227 
the development of the Management Using Web services specification.   228 

1.1 Manageability Topics 229 
The definition of the base Web service manageability is driven from specific management 230 
concerns (exposed by the requirements for manageable Web services). For each of the 231 
concerns the subject is broken down into management capabilities by a Topic. A topic 232 
covers a functional capability that supports management of a particular problem or 233 
management domain. For example, the state management for a manageable resource is a 234 
management topic. Defining manageability within topics enables incremental and modular 235 
development and support of manageability capabilities. The functional capability of a topic 236 
is described using as combination of three aspects:  properties, operations, and events.  237 
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 238 
Figure 1: Web service Manageability 239 

 240 
Topics and aspects are used to define a model with semantics for the management of Web 241 
services.  242 
 243 
The topics covered by this specification are identification, state, configuration, metrics, and 244 
relationships. 245 
 246 
1.1.1 Identification  247 

The identification topic provides the functional capability to uniquely identify the 248 
resource being managed. This static information may include properties that are not 249 
required for unique identification, including descriptive and semantic information.   250 

 251 
1.1.2 State 252 

The State topic provides the functional capability to manage the actual operational 253 
state of a resource (i.e. up and down states in a lifecycle). The State topic defines 254 
properties about the operational state, operations to influence a change in state and 255 
events indicating when a state change has occurred.  256 

 257 
1.1.3 Configuration 258 

The Configuration topic provides the functional capability to manage the collection 259 
of properties whose values may influence the behavior of a resource. These 260 
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properties may be changed by the resource or may be changed by the manager 261 
which may cause behavior changes in the resource. Operations to access and 262 
change the configuration along with events indicating configuration changes are 263 
part of the configuration topic. 264 

 265 
1.1.4 Metrics 266 

The metrics topic provides the functional capability to manage metrics for a 267 
resource. The metric functional capability includes reset operations for metrics, and 268 
metric collection controls. Metrics are raw atomic, unambiguous, quantifiable 269 
information. The value of the metric captures the information at a point in time. 270 
Generally, these values are numeric, but may be strings as well.  271 
 272 
Metrics can be contrasted with derived metrics that are calculated using a formula 273 
and metrics. For example, average response time during the last hour of execution 274 
is an example of  a derived metric. Calculating such derived metrics is the 275 
responsibility of the manager.  276 

 277 
1.1.5 Relationships  278 

The relationships topic provides the capability to query associations that the 279 
resource (e.g., endpoint) participates in with other resources. 280 
 281 
Relationships cover the associations that may exist between a resource and other 282 
resources of the same or disparate type. Relationships are important to management 283 
for problem isolation, root cause analysis, and impact analysis where resources are 284 
related in some way.  285 
 286 
Relationship types that are defined between resources can have common or very 287 
specific semantics, requirements, and implications for management. For this reason 288 
it will be common to have topics that include operations that will create 289 
relationships that are viewed through this topic.  290 

 291 
The semantics of the model are separated from any specific model rendition, such that the 292 
management systems, the services and the service environment all operate on the same 293 
formal understanding of the manageability. The information model is provided as a UML 294 
model which can be rendered in implementation specific techniques. For example, the 295 
information model can be then rendered into different representations of the model, for 296 
example DMTF’s Common Information Model, a set of pure Web services interfaces, or a 297 
set of Grid services interfaces. 298 
 299 
In this section the data model assumes the representation using the XML infoset 300 
(http://www.w3.org/TR/xml-infoset/) and refers to schema and type declaration and 301 
organization concepts defined in the XML Schema specification 302 
(http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-0/). The model also uses URI, URN and URL schemes 303 
of addressing (http://www.w3.org/Addressing/) as well as QNames 304 
(http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/#QName). 305 
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1.2 Aspects of Manageability 306 
Capabilities grouped within a topic are defined as Aspects of the manageability, i.e. 307 
exposed properties, operations, and events required to understand and manage that topic. 308 
These aspects together are used to define interfaces for the topic. For example, the current 309 
state of a resource (e.g., an endpoint) is a property aspect of the state topic. 310 
 311 
1.2.1 Properties  312 

The property aspect provides a way to advertise or surface state information about a 313 
resource (e.g., endpoint). 314 
 315 
Properties are expressed as named elements in an XML infoset. A property can be 316 
of a simple type or a complex type. Properties are manipulated directly through 317 
operations defined as part of the management interface (e.g. get/set operations) or 318 
by events that occur outside of the influence of the manager (e.g. a configuration 319 
file being updated).  320 
 321 
Property change events may be emitted when a property’s value is changed. Which 322 
property changes cause events to be emitted must be described. Emission of 323 
property change events may also be controllable by a manager to permit pausing 324 
and resuming the emission of property change events. 325 
 326 
This specification uses the following patterns for all topics described by this aspect: 327 

 Properties will be retrievable through strongly typed get operations. They 328 
may also be retrievable though a generic get function that can return any 329 
property for the resource. 330 

 Properties can be specified as modifiable such that a manager may change 331 
their values.  If a property is specified to be not modifiable, it may be 332 
constant and therefore contain a static value.  An example of a constant 333 
property is the identification property whose value cannot be changed by a 334 
manager or will it change internally. Modifiable properties will have 335 
strongly typed set operations defined, while constant properties will not. 336 
Modifiable properties may also be changed using a generic set function that 337 
can change the value of any property for the resource.  338 

 Resource specific properties can be added directly to the resource’s 339 
manageability interface, to an extension of an existing topic, or to a new 340 
topic for different manageability purposes.  341 

 Properties are defined in the context of a topic. Properties are classified into 342 
each topic by adding them to a list of properties that are specific to the topic. 343 
The property classification lists are also properties which are retrievable 344 
using strongly typed get operations and a generic get operation if it is 345 
available. This enables introspection of available properties for an interface.  346 

 Advertising properties whose updates cause emission of property change 347 
events is done by adding the property’s name to a list of properties which 348 
support change events 349 

 350 
 351 
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1.2.2 Operations 352 
The Operation aspect captures methods to control the resource or to retrieve state 353 
information. Operations may cause temporary or permanent changes in the Web 354 
service’s behavior.  355 
 356 
This specification uses the following patterns for all topics described by this aspect: 357 
 358 

 Operations are defined in the context of a manageability topic. The 359 
operations for a particular topic are specified by defining an exchange of 360 
messages for a purpose. The operation names should not conflict with 361 
property get and set operation naming conventions. 362 

 Resource specific operations can be added directly to the resource’s 363 
manageability interface, to an extension of an existing topic, or to a new 364 
topic for different manageability purposes. 365 

 366 
1.2.3 Events 367 

The Events aspect describes the indications of changes with respect to the resource. 368 
An event description is a set of information that describes the change. The 369 
information structure of an event description is defined by a named complex type. 370 
Notifications are messages containing the event descriptions that are transported to 371 
an interested party.  372 
 373 
This specification uses the following patterns for all topics described by this aspect: 374 
 375 

 The specific events for a given topic are described in each topic’s section of 376 
this document, i.e. state change events are described in the state 377 
manageability topic for Web services endpoints.   378 

 While notifications contain descriptions of specific event changes, some 379 
event description information is common across events. For example, all 380 
event descriptions contain time of the event, event source, event reporter, 381 
situation type, and generally a message text as well. A standard event format 382 
and XML schema is needed for management events to ensure alignment of 383 
semantics of the common event information. “The Canonical Situation Data 384 
and Common Base Event Specification 1.1”, which has been submitted to 385 
the OASIS WSDM TC, defines a standard common event schema to be used 386 
for interoperability.   387 

 This specification defines a pattern that allows a manager to poll for the 388 
“current events”.  The events about a Web service are made available to 389 
interested parties. Given that the existence of a standardized mechanism 390 
cannot be relied upon (see Note below), the default means to access events 391 
is a polling model where interested parties must poll the manageable Web 392 
service for its events. The set of historical events emitted to the manager are 393 
at the discretion of the manageable Web service. The events delivery 394 
mechanism in this specification will be replaced, as future enhancement, by 395 
a general-purpose standardized notification mechanism and interface when 396 
it is available.. 397 
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 398 
Note: The definition of a standardised notification mechanism for subscription and publication of an event is 399 
outside of the scope of this work. Such a mechanism should be provided by the Web services environment (and 400 
preferably in a standardized interface) and used by the manageable services and managers. An example of a 401 
standard interface is the notification/subscription interfaces which are part of the Open Grid Services Infrastructure 402 
specification. 403 

  404 
The Topic and aspect definitions above define the base Web service manageability 405 
meta-model (Figure 2) which has been defined according to specific management 406 
concerns (indicated in the requirements for manageable Web services). 407 
 408 
Note: The relationships model defined later in this work is specific to the manageability of Web service endpoints 409 
and is an extension of the Common Base Relationship (CBR) model (see Appendix A). The CBR model may be 410 
suitable for describing relationships between other IT resources, however that determination is not inferred by this 411 
work and is outside of the scope of this document. The anticiaption is that this work will adopt a standardised, 412 
genric  representation for relationships when it becomes available. 413 
 414 

 415 
Figure 2: Base Web service Manageability meta-model 416 

 417 
The next section defines the following manageability topics for a Web service 418 
endpoint: Identification, State, Metrics, Configuration, Relationships, and the 419 
management aspects (Properties, Operations, and Events) associated with each of 420 
the topics. The manageability topics and aspects defined for a Web service endpoint 421 
are based on, but not completely aligned with the W3C Web services Architecture 422 
Management Task Force Submission (http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-ws-423 
arch/2003Mar/att-0001/W3c.Mtf.WSInstance.20030229.htm).  424 

 425 

1.3 Manageability Topics of a Web Service Endpoint 426 
This section defines manageability topics and their aspects for a manageable Web service 427 
endpoint. This section essentially defines an information model expressed in UML which is 428 
used to create a manageability interface for the Web service endpoint. The manageability 429 
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interface can be expressed using a variety of technologies, including WSDL 1.1, WSDL 430 
1.2, and GWSDL.  431 
 432 
This document uses the following conventions for the UML diagrams. 433 

 434 

Data Types Legend
+ = regular property
- = nillable property        

Information Model Legend
+ = modifiable property, or a callable method
- = not modifiable property (readonly)  435 

 436 
The information model has a name defined in a namespace. Its name defines the type of a 437 
manageable element the model applies to. For a Web service endpoint, the manageability 438 
information model name is ManageableEndpoint which is defined in the 439 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:manageability namespace. 440 
 441 
The manageability information model is an aggregate of sub-models each representing a 442 
manageability topic as shown in the following diagram. 443 
 444 

ManageableEndpoint

ManageableEndpointConfigurationManageableEndpointIdentification

ManageableEndpointMetrics

ManageableEndpointRelationships

ManageableEndpointState

 445 
 446 

1.3.1 Identification 447 
The Identification topic for a Web service endpoint contains a set of immutable 448 
properties that uniquely identify the Web service endpoint that is being managed. 449 
There are no operations or events associated with the identification topic.  450 
 451 
The following data types are used in this topic sub model. All data types specific to 452 
this sub model are defined in the urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:identification 453 
namespace. 454 

 455 

+identifier[1] : xsd:anyURI
+name[1] : xsd:string
+version[0..1] : xsd:string
+semanticsIndentifier[0..1] : xsd:anyURI

EndpointIdentification

 456 
 457 
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 identifier  458 
The identifier of the managed Web service is the URI of its <port> element in a 459 
WSDL 1.1 document in the form consistent with that defined by the W3C WS 460 
Description WG. The current proposal from Arthur Ryman 461 
(http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-ws-desc/2002Dec/att-0021/01-URI-462 
References.html) provides the following format. 463 
 464 
<WSDL target namespace>#service(<serviceName>)/port(<portName>). 465 
 466 

 name  467 
A human readable string name of the manageable service endpoint. It must 468 
match the value of the name attribute of the port element in the WSDL or 469 
GWSDL document. 470 
 471 

 version [optional] 472 
The version of the managed Web service endpoint. The version should be 473 
expressed as a URI in a format consistent with that being defined by the WSDM 474 
TC.  475 
 476 
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 semanticsIdentifier [optional]  477 
A URI indicating the business semantics of the managed service offered via this 478 
endpoint. The format of semantic descriptions for a service is not currently 479 
standardized. The URI should be either a well understood keyword which 480 
indicates a set of well understood semantics for the service or it should be a 481 
URL which returns a document containing the semantics, preferably in a 482 
platform agnostic form like an XML or an HTML document. 483 
 484 

The manageability information model for this topic has a name 485 
ManageableEndpointIdentification which is defined in the 486 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:identification:manageability namespace. 487 
 488 
Following diagram shows this topic information model. The details are described in 489 
the following subsections. 490 
 491 

-endpointIdentification[1] : EndpointIdentification
-identificationList[0..*] : xsd:QName

ManageableEndpointIdentification

 492 

1.3.1.1 Properties 493 
 494 

 endpointIdentification [not modifiable] [constant] 495 
A set of identification properties for this Web service endpoint. 496 

 497 
 identificationList [not modifiable] [constant] 498 

A set of QNames of the identification properties available for this Web 499 
service endpoint. Its initial list includes the endpointIdentification property 500 
element QName. 501 

1.3.1.2 Operations 502 
 503 

 None defined 504 

1.3.1.3 Events 505 
 506 

 None defined 507 
 508 
 509 
1.3.2 State 510 

The operational, or lifecycle, state for a Web service is understood and managed 511 
through the State manageability model which supports obtaining the current state, 512 
changing the state, and events for state changes and events for request processing 513 
state changes.  514 
 515 
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The states and transitions are identified by URIs. The standard URIs for valid states 516 
and transitions are defined and are extensible. 517 
 518 
The state of a Web service endpoint is defined in the context of its runtime lifecycle 519 
and request processing activity as proposed by the W3C Web Services Architecture 520 
Management Task Force  521 
(http://www.w3.org/2002/ws/arch/2/11/W3C.MTF.ServiceLifecycle.20021111_cle522 
an.htm).  523 
 524 
Note: The Management Task Force proposed the above to add clarity to certain aspects of the WSA and to make 525 
it possible to express sensible Web Services Management Architecture. At that time, the work was submitted to 526 
the W3C WSAG (11/11/2002), final consensus had not been reached within the MTF on the exact details of the 527 
proposed lifecycle and processing model. The lifecycle model is used in this document as the consensus opinion 528 
of the authors (see section 7.2). 529 
 530 
The following valid states are identified for a Web service endpoint. 531 

 532 

+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:up:idle
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:up:busy
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:stopped
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:crashed
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:saturated

«enumeration»
LifecycleStateIdentifier

+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:received
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:processing
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:processed
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:failed

«enumeration»
RequestProcessingStateIdentifier

«datatype»
xsd:anyURI

«union»
StateIdentifier

 533 
 534 
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The following valid state transitions are identified for a Web service endpoint. 535 
 536 

«datatype»
xsd:anyURI

+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:up:idle:TO:down:stopped
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:up:busy:TO:down:stopped
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:up:idle:TO:down:crashed
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:up:busy:TO:down:crashed
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:up:busy:TO:down:saturated
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:crashed:TO:down:stopped
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:saturated:TO:down:stopped
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:saturated:TO:up:busy
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:crashed:TO:up:idle
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:lifecycle:down:stopped:TO:up:idle

«enumeration»
LifecycleTransitionIdentifier

+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:received:TO:processing
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:processing:TO:processed
+urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:processing:TO:failed

«enumeration»
RequestProcessingTransitionIdentifier

«union»
TransitionIdentifier

 537 
 538 

Transition identifiers are also used to identify the state change events.  539 
 540 

The following data types are used in this topic sub-model. All data types specific to 541 
this sub-model are defined in the urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:state 542 
namespace. 543 

 544 

+transition[1] : RequestProcessingTransitionIdentifier
+dataCollectors[1] : DataCollectors

RequestProcessingTransitionSettings

 545 
 546 
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The request processing transition settings define the information to be collected from 547 
the request header by QName, and from the request body, by XPath expression 548 
(DataCollectors). This configuration is necessary for the Manager to be discrete 549 
about the set of information to collect. The collected information is passed with the 550 
request processing state change events.  551 
 552 
The following data types are also used in this topic. 553 

 554 

+state[1] : LifecycleStateIdentifier
+timeEntered[1] : xsd:dateTime

CurrentLifecycleState

 555 

+fromHeader[0..*] : xsd:QName
+fromBody[0..*] : XPath

DataCollectors

 556 
 557 
Following are event description data types for this topic. 558 
 559 

cbe:CommonBaseEventType+fromState[1] : StateIdentifier
+toState[1] : StateIdentifier
+transitionDuration[0..1] : xsd:duration
+transition[1] : TransitionIdentifier

StateChangeInformation

+collectedFromRequestBody[0..*] : xsd:anyType
+collectedFromRequestHeader[0..*] : xsd:anyType

RequestProcessingStateChangeInformation StateChangeEventDescription

is 
a

RequestProcessingStateChangeEventDescription

is
 a

contained in

contained in

 560 
 561 
The state change event description is a common base event message with an 562 
extended data field containing the state identifier, current state identifier, previous 563 
state identifier, a transition identifier and an optional duration of the transition. 564 
 565 
The request processing state change event description is also a common base event 566 
message with the same additional information as the state change event description. 567 
In addition the extended data field contains the XML information collected from the 568 
message header and XML information collected from the message body.  569 
  570 
The processing state change event can be configured to include additional 571 
information from the request or reply messages. This includes anything in header, 572 
body, or attachment of the message. For example it may include operation identifier, 573 
parameter values, identity of requester as a WS-Security token, etc. 574 
 575 
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Managed resources may also support pausing and resuming the emission of events 576 
for a given transition. The Web services platform should provide a general purpose 577 
mechanism to control the emission of events by a manageable resource regardless of 578 
manageability topic the event is in. An interim solution to allow a manageable 579 
resource to control event emission has been provided as a ‘common’ interface until a 580 
standard specification that supports event emission control is available.   581 

 582 
The manageability information model for this topic has a name 583 
ManageableEndpointState which is defined in the 584 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:state:manageability namespace. 585 
 586 
Following diagram shows this topic’s interface model. The details are described in 587 
the following subsections. 588 
 589 590 

+Enable()
+Disable()
+Shutdown()
+ControlRequestProcessingDataCollectors(in transition : RequestProcessingTransitionIdentifier, in dataCollectors : DataCollectors)

-currentLifecycleState[1] : CurrentLifecycleState
-stateList[0..*] : xsd:QName
-supportedStates[0..*] : StateIdentifier
-availableLifecycleTransitionEvents[0..*] : LifecycleTransitionIdentifier
-availableRequestProcessingTransitionEvents[0..*] : RequestProcessingTransitionIdentifier
-requestProcessingTransitionSettings[0..*] : RequestProcessingTransitionSettings
«event» #lifecycleStateChange[1] : StateChangeEventDescription
«event» #requestProcessingStateChange[1] : RequestProcessingStateChangeEventDescription

ManageableEndpointState

 591 
 592 

1.3.2.1 Properties 593 
 594 

 currentLifecycleState [not modifiable] [not constant] 595 
Current lifecycle state reflects immediate situation of the Web service 596 
endpoint in its lifecycle. The value is a URI as defined by the list of valid 597 
states. 598 

 599 
 stateList [not modifiable] [constant] 600 

A set of QNames of the state properties available for this Web service 601 
endpoint. Its initial list includes QNames of the following property elements 602 
currentLifecycleState, supportedStates, availableLifecycleTransitionEvents, 603 
availableRequestProcessingSettings, requestProcessingTransitionSettings 604 
properties. 605 

 606 
 supportedStates  [not modifiable] [constant] 607 

A list of valid state URIs relating to the lifecycle and request processing of 608 
the Web service endpoint. The manager is expected to have an 609 
understanding of this model. The understanding may be empirical 610 
(embedded in the manager by humans) or processed by the manager 611 
automatically from the model description documents (e.g. XML 612 
representation of the model) that are not defined here. The OGSI rendering 613 
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of the Web service endpoint model will include the definition of the 614 
lifecycle model in the GWSDL as defined by the “Common Manageability 615 
Model specification 1.0”.   616 

 617 
Note: When the manageable service is ‘plugged into’ the larger context of an IT infrastructure or Grid 618 
which is manageable using Web services, it will be necessary to define the Lifecycle state model in XML 619 
as part of the manageability interface for the Web service  620 

 621 
 availableLifecycleTransitionEvents [not modifiable][not constant] 622 

This property is an array of URIs of each of the supported the lifecycle 623 
transitions for which events are supported. It allows a resource to advertise 624 
which events it supports emission for. If the URI of a lifecycle transition is 625 
in this list, then whenever that transition occurs an event will be emitted.  626 

 627 
 availableRequestProcessingTransitionEvents [not modifiable][not 628 

constant] 629 
This property is an array of URIs of each of the supported the request 630 
processing transitions for which events are supported. It allows a resource to 631 
advertise which events it supports emission for. If the URI of a request 632 
processing transition is in this list, then whenever that transition occurs an 633 
event will be emitted. 634 

 635 
 requestProcessingTransitionSettings [not modifiable][not constant] 636 

This property is an array of settings for each of the supported request 637 
processing transitions. It indicates the set of information that needs to be 638 
included in the description of the supported request processing state change 639 
events.  640 

1.3.2.2 Operations  641 
 642 

 Enable 643 
Changes the lifecycle state of a Web service endpoint from ‘DOWN’ to 644 
‘UP/IDLE’. 645 

 646 
 Disable 647 

Changes the lifecycle state of a Web service endpoint from ‘UP’ or 648 
‘DOWN’ to ‘DOWN/STOPPED’.  649 

 650 
 Shutdown 651 

Changes the state of all requests currently being processed by the service to 652 
‘FAILED’ (cancels the requests) and disables the service (see Disable 653 
operation).  654 

 655 
Note: this does not imply any change in the status of the service implementation. It means, though, that 656 
any subsequent responses from the service implementation for cancelled requests will be lost. 657 

 658 
 ControlRequestProcessingDataCollectors({<Request Processing 659 

Transition URI>|null}, {<Data Collectors>|null}) 660 
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Specifies what information has to be collected for a given request 661 
processing transition. If null is specified for a transition URI, this operation 662 
applies to all known request processing transitions. If null is specified for 663 
data collectors, this operation disables information collection for the given 664 
transition. 665 

1.3.2.3 Events 666 
State change events provide valuable information for management systems 667 
and can be used to calculate many derived metrics.  668 

 669 
 lifecycleStateChange 670 

Service state change events occur whenever lifecycle state transitions 671 
complete and are represented by instances of Common Base Event 672 
descriptions.  673 

 674 
 requestProcessingStateChange  675 

Request processing state change events occur whenever request processing 676 
state transitions complete and are represented by instances of Common Base 677 
Event descriptions. The configuration property exists to allow a Manager to 678 
specify what additional information to include in the event. 679 

 680 
Note: Manageable components are not required to use these events to calculate metrics or unconditionally 681 
disseminate them to management systems. In busy environments, these kinds of events can create a significant 682 
amount of overhead and implementations should consider their use judiciously. Events are not intended to be on 683 
all the time, they are intended to be ‘turned on’ (subscribed to, enabled) when there is an indication of problems. 684 
Configuration can identify which parts of the interaction context should be collected and returned. 685 

 686 
1.3.3 Configuration  687 

The configuration manageability of a Web service endpoint is described using the 688 
configuration topic which only identifies one configuration property, events 689 
indicating changes in a configuration property, and the ability to get and set the 690 
property. Configuration for a manageable endpoint, beyond the common 691 
configuration, should be defined by an extension to the manageability sub-model of 692 
the configuration topic. 693 
  694 
The following data types are used in the configuration topic sub-model. All data 695 
types specific to this sub-model are defined in the 696 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:configuration namespace. 697 
 698 

+descriptionDocumentLocation[0..1] : URL
EndpointConfiguration

 699 
 700 

 descriptionDocumentLocation [optional, modifiable][not constant] 701 
The URL of the WSDL document associated with the managed endpoint.  702 
 703 

Following are event description data types for this topic. 704 
 705 
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cbe:CommonBaseEventType

+property[1] : xsd:QName
+fromValue[0..1] : xsd:anyType
+toValue[1] : xsd:anyType

PropertyChangeInformation

ConfigurationChangeInformation

PropertyChangeEventDescription

ConfigurationChangeEventDescription

is 
a

is a

contained in

containedin

 706 
 707 
The configuration change event  is defined for this topic. Its description is 708 
essentially the same as a generic property change event description which contains 709 
the common base event format with the identifier of the property, original value and 710 
current value in the extended data field. The identifier of the configuration property 711 
is the QName of the element representing the changed property (the QName of the 712 
XML element or a service data element in GWSDL that defines the property). 713 
 714 
PropertyChangeInformation is generic, common and not specific to configuration of 715 
a manageable endpoint. These data types can be used in other manageability topics 716 
as well. 717 

 718 
The manageability information model for this topic has a name 719 
ManageableEndpointConfiguration which is defined in the 720 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:configuration:manageability namespace. 721 
 722 
The following diagram shows this topic’s interface model. The details are described 723 
in the following subsections. 724 

 725 

+endpointConfiguration[1] : EndpointConfiguration
-configurationList[0..*] : xsd:QName
-availableConfigurationEvents[0..*] : xsd:QName
«event» #configurationChange[1] : ConfigurationChangeEventDescription

ManageableEndpointConfiguration

 726 

1.3.3.1 Properties 727 
 728 

 endpointConfiguration [modifiable][not constant] 729 
A set of Web service endpoint configuration properties. 730 

 731 
 configurationList [not modifiable][constant] 732 

This property contains a list of QNames of the properties that are 733 
configuration properties. 734 

 735 
 availableConfigurationEvents [not modifiable][constant] 736 
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This property is a list of configuration properties for which events are 737 
available. This list is a subset of the configurationList.  If a property’s 738 
QName is in this list, then a change in that property’s value will cause a 739 
configurationChange event to be emitted. 740 

1.3.3.2 Operations 741 
 742 

 None defined 743 

1.3.3.3 Events 744 
 745 

 configurationChange 746 
This event occurs whenever a configuration property value is changed. For 747 
this to happen, events must be enabled for the property. 748 

 749 
1.3.4 Metrics 750 

Metrics that Web services endpoints support are described in the metrics topic 751 
description along with event behavior for metric changes and operations to reset 752 
and control collection of values. 753 
 754 
All data types specific to this sub-model are defined in the 755 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:metrics namespace. 756 
 757 
Metrics are defined in groups of related metrics that can only be collected together. 758 
The metrics in a metric group are related to, dependent on, or provide semantics for 759 
other metrics in the group. Each metrics group is represented with a named element 760 
in the XML Schema. The QName of the element is the identifier of the group. A 761 
metrics group can contain other metrics groups. The wrapping group QName also 762 
refers to the combination of its component groups. 763 
 764 
Every metric is defined as an element (of a complex or simple type). A QName of 765 
the element identifies the metric. Metrics in a group can be accessed individually or 766 
as part of the group. 767 
 768 
The following metrics group is defined for a Web service endpoint. 769 

 770 

+numberOfRequests[0..1] : xsd:int
+numberOfSuccessfulRequests[0..1] : xsd:int
+numberOfFailedRequests[0..1] : xsd:int

RequestCounters

+timeStampAtZero[1] : xsd:dateTime
MetricsGroup

 771 
 772 

timeStampAtZero – the timestamp at which all the counters in the group 773 
were set or reset to 0.  774 
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 775 
numberOfRequests – the number of requests received (transitioned into 776 
request processing state 777 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:received:TO:processing) by a Web 778 
services endpoint since the timestamp in the timeStampAtZero field. 779 
 780 
numberOfSuccessfulRequests – the number of requests received by a Web 781 
services endpoint since the timestamp in the timeStampAtZero field.that 782 
returned a successful response (transitioned into the request processing  783 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:processing:TO:processed state) 784 
 785 
numberOfFailedRequests – the number of requests received by a Web 786 
services endpoint since the timestamp in the timeStampAtZero that returned 787 
a failed response (transitioned into the request processing 788 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:request:processing:TO:failed state) 789 

 790 
Following are event description data types for this topic. 791 

 792 

cbe:CommonBaseEventType

+group[1] : xsd:QName
MetricsGroupResetInformation

+property[1] : xsd:QName
+fromValue[0..1] : xsd:anyType
+toValue[1] : xsd:anyType

PropertyChangeInformation

MetricChangeInformation

is 
a

MetricChangeEventDescription MetricsGroupResetEventDescription

is a

contained in co
nt

ai
ne

d 
in

 793 
 794 
The metric change event description is a common base event with the metric 795 
property identifier (QName), original value, and current value in the extended data 796 
field. The event description may be extended for custom metrics. 797 
 798 
The MetricsGroupResetEventDescription is emitted when the metric group is reset. 799 
It is a common base event information with the QName of the affected metrics group 800 
identifier in the extended data field. 801 
 802 
The manageability information model for this topic has a name 803 
ManageableEndpointMetrics which is defined in the 804 
urn:wsdm:webservice:endpoint:metrics:manageability namespace. 805 
 806 
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Following diagram shows this topic interface model. The details are described in the 807 
following subsections. 808 

 809 

+ResetMetricsGroup(in metricsGroup : xsd:QName)
+ControlMetricsCollection(in metricOrMetricsGroup : xsd:QName, in set : OnOff)

-requestCounters[1] : RequestCounters
-metricList[0..*] : xsd:QName
-activeMetrics[0..*] : xsd:QName
-availableMetricEvents[0..*] : xsd:QName
«event» #metricChange[1] : MetricChangeEventDescription
«event» #metricsGroupReset[1] : MetricsGroupResetEventDescription

ManageableEndpointMetrics

 810 
 811 

1.3.4.1 Properties 812 
 813 

 requestCounters [not modifiable][not constant] 814 
Contains values of the individual metrics in the Request Counter’s metrics 815 
group and the timestamp at which time the counters were set at 0 or reset to 816 
0. Since request counters metrics are interdependent they are all set to 0 at 817 
once. 818 

 819 
 metricList [not modifiable][constant] 820 

A list of QNames of properties that are individual metrics or metric groups.  821 
 822 

 activeMetrics [modifiable][not constant] 823 
A list of QNames of metrics or metric groups that are currently being 824 
collected and have values. The QNames in this list are a subset of the 825 
QNames in metricList. If any particular metric is not collected, its value is 826 
not available. An exception will be issued if an uncollected metric is polled. 827 

 828 
 availableMetricEvents [not modifiable,][not constant] 829 

A list of metrics and metrics groups for which change events are available 830 
from the resource. If a metric’s or metric group’s QName is in this list then 831 
a metricChange event will be emitted whenever there is a change in that 832 
metric’s or metric group’s value. Any change in any value in a metric group 833 
will cause a metricChange event.  834 

 835 
Note: You only need MetricsGroup.timeStampAtZero if lifecycle events are not available to the 836 
manager, such that it can calculate requests over time periods.  This applies to the ResetMetricsGroup 837 
operation as well.  838 

 839 
Note: Many more metrics can be calculated based on this core set of metrics and information available 840 
through state transition events.  841 

1.3.4.2 Operations 842 
 843 

 ResetMetricsGroup({<metrics group QName>|null}) 844 
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Resets the value of all the metrics in the group. Sets all numeric values to 0 and 845 
remembers the time this happened in the timeStampAtZero field of the metric 846 
group.  If null is specified, operation applies to all available metrics groups. 847 

 848 
 ControlMetricsCollection ({<metric or metrics group 849 

QName>|null},{on|off}) 850 
Enables or disables collection of values for a given metric or a given metrics group. 851 
If null is specified, operation applies to all available metrics and metrics groups. 852 

1.3.4.3 Events 853 
 854 

 metricChange 855 
This event occurs whenever the value of a metric is changed.  856 

  857 
 metricsGroupReset 858 

This event occurs whenever a metric or the metrics in the group are reset.  859 
 860 
1.3.5 Relationships 861 

Web service relationships are declared, between Web service endpoints in two 862 
ways, at an interface level, or an endpoint level. Interface level relationships can 863 
be defined declaratively in the WSDL definition of the Web service endpoint or 864 
made available through the manageability information model of a 865 
ManageableEndpoint, specifically the ManageableEndpointRelationships topic 866 
sub-model. Endpoint relationships are only made available by the 867 
ManageableEndpointRelationships interface.  868 
 869 
The only differences in the Web service specific model from the Common  870 
Base Relationship Model (see Appendix A) is the extension of a 871 
ManageableRelationships to ManageableEndpointRelationships in the 872 
urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:relationships:manageability namespace and the 873 
definitions of specific relationships types for Web service endpoints.  874 
 875 

1.3.5.1 Types of Web service endpoint relationships 876 
Based on the current requirements for management of Web services, two specific 877 
types of relationships are identified. The specific relationships types aim to address 878 
the major concerns in managing Web service endpoints, Usage Dependency and 879 
Compatibility between Web services.   880 
 881 
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 882 
 883 

The generic Relationship type also allows for custom relationships and extensibility 884 
of the relationship model for relationships to other resources or infrastructure 885 
related to a Web services. 886 
 887 
Relationships at the interface level allow for visibility into relationships even where 888 
the specific Web service endpoint is unknown. For example, one Web service 889 
“uses” another Web service (a dependency on the interface) but the specific 890 
endpoint used in each interaction is resolved dynamically at runtime. Another 891 
example is when compatibility declarations are made between interfaces.  892 
 893 
The semantics of a relationship are defined by its type. The types of relationships 894 
identified based on manageability requirements surrounding Dependency and 895 
Change management are Dependency:Uses and Change:CompatibleWith (see 896 
2.6).  897 

 898 
 urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:dependency:uses 899 

Many Web service endpoints will rely on other Web service endpoints to 900 
provide their defined functionality. Consider the case of a service that “uses” 901 
other Web services to be available and coordinates interactions with those 902 
services (e.g. BPEL process exposed as a Web service). In such cases, it is 903 
important to address manageability on two fronts;  904 

1) impact analysis (e.g. understanding impact on dependant Web services 905 
caused by state changes that occur in an antecedent Web service) and  906 
2) problem isolation and root cause analysis (e.g. identifying the 907 
antecedent Web service causing problems with dependant Web services).  908 

 909 
A uses dependency can be bi-directional where Web service endpoints have 910 
defined roles within the relationship and are defined as one-to-many 911 
relationships in each direction between the source and target(s). 912 

 913 
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 urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:change:compatibleWith 914 
A “change” link defines relationships where a change has occurred, for 915 
example a re-deployment or an upgrade to an existing Web service. The 916 
specific change relationship identified for managing Web service endpoints is 917 
compatibleWith. Compatibility represents interface and semantic 918 
compatibility between Web services. It means that the same messages can be 919 
sent to either Web service endpoint (accomplishing the same task).  920 
 921 
A compatibleWith relationship, given its lineage, will be dependant upon a 922 
Web services versioning mechanism that we expect to be defined as part of 923 
WSDL 1.2 or the WSDM change description initiatives. The relationship can 924 
be bi-directional, but in many cases will be defined explicitly in one direction, 925 
e.g. “replaces” where deprecation of previous versions may be intended. In 926 
either case, the relationship is a one-to-many. 927 

 928 
Note: The model defined here of relationships is specific to the manageability of Web service endpoints and is an 929 
extension of the Common Base Relationship (CBR) model (see Appendix A). The CBR model may be suitable for 930 
describing relationships between other IT resources, however that determination is not inferred by this work and is 931 
outside of the scope of this document. The anticiaption is that this work will adopt a stabdardised, genric  932 
representation for relationships when it becomes available. 933 
 934 
The manageability information model for this topic has a name 935 
ManageableEndpointRelationships which is defined in the 936 
urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:relationships:manageability namespace. 937 
 938 
Following diagram shows the endpoint relationships topic model. The details are 939 
described in the following subsections. 940 
 941 

ManageableEndpointRelationships

+QueryRelationships(in query : RelationshipQuery) : ArrayOfRelationships

-relationships[1] : ArrayOfRelationships
-availableRelationships[0..*] : RelationshipType
-availableRelationshipEvents[0..*] : EventIdentifier
«event» #relationshipTargetChange[1] : RelationshipTargetChangeEventDescription

ManageableRelationships

 942 

1.3.5.2 Properties 943 
 944 

 relationships  945 
This property is an array of known relationships for the source 946 
resource.  947 
 948 

 availableRelationships  949 
This property is an array of available relationships types that can be 950 
provided by the resource.  951 

 952 
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 availableRelationshipEvents  953 
This property is an array of event identifiers that are available for 954 
relationships defined for the resource.  Whenever the value of the 955 
target or source references are change, a relationshipTargetChange 956 
event is emitted. 957 

1.3.5.3 Operations 958 
 959 

 QueryRelationships({<relationship query>}) 960 
Returns an array of relationships based on the supplied query 961 
parameters. For example it may look for relationship with a specified 962 
name, a specified relationship type, or a specified reference as a target 963 
or source. 964 

1.3.5.4 Events 965 
 966 

 relationshipTargetChange 967 
The event occurs whenever a relationship target changes. 968 
 969 

 970 
1.3.6 Extensibility of Manageability 971 

Web service providers may want to extend this information model and add custom 972 
manageability information unique to the particular Web service or its environment.  973 
 974 
There are several ways to extend the information: 975 

 976 
1) Add additional properties, operations and events into the interface extensions of 977 

the appropriate existing manageability topic interface through inheritance. 978 
Update the property classification lists appropriately. 979 

 980 
2) Create new topics if the new manageability extensions do not fit into an existing 981 

topic. For example, an additional topic may be “security” or “provisioning”. 982 
When a new topic is added, it should include the appropriate aspects (i.e. 983 
properties, operations, and events) applicable to the topic. Update the property 984 
classification lists appropriately. 985 

 986 
3) Create additional properties, operations, and events directly into the interface of 987 

the manageability interface for the Web service. Update the property 988 
classification lists appropriately.989 
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2 Web Service Endpoint Manageability Model Details 990 

2.4 Common Data Types Used in the Model 991 
 992 

OnOff, XPath, URL are defined as follows. 993 
 994 

+on
+off

«enumeration»
OnOff

«datatype»
xsd:string

«datatype»
xsd:anyURI

«datatype»
URL

«datatype»
XPath

 995 
 996 

EventIdentifier is defined as follows. 997 
 998 

EventIdentifier

«datatype»
xsd:string

«datatype»
xsd:QName

«datatype»
xsd:anyURI

1

+property

1

1

+transition

1

1

+name

1

«datatype»
xsd:anyType

1

+other

1

{OR}

 999 
 1000 

2.5 Web service endpoint State Model 1001 
A Web service lifecycle is expressed in the state transition diagrams below. There are 1002 
two separate transition paths: the endpoint lifecycle and the request processing. 1003 

 1004 
2.5.1 Lifecycle 1005 
 1006 
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 1007 
States 1008 
 1009 

 UP (compound) – a service is capable of accepting and processing requests (i.e. 1010 
available). 1011 

 DOWN (compound) – a service is not capable of accepting any requests (i.e. not 1012 
available). 1013 

 1014 
Transitions 1015 
 1016 

 Start of Life (SOL) – a service starts its life in UP state. 1017 
 End of Life (EOL) – a service ends its life from DOWN state. 1018 
 Activate – a service can become available which transitions it from DOWN to 1019 
UP state.  1020 

 Passivate – a service can become unavailable (for many reasons, see Down 1021 
Substates) which transitions it from UP to DOWN state. 1022 

 1023 
State Transition Table 1024 
 1025 

Action From 
State 

To State Sub-State Comment 

Activate None - 
SOL 

UP IDLE Instantiated and able 
to accept requests 

Activate None - 
SOL 

DOWN STOPPED Instantiated but not 
able to accept requests 

Passivate UP None - EOL -o- Destroyed 
Passivate  DOWN None - EOL -o- Destroyed 
     

 1026 
Up Substates 1027 

 1028 

 1029 
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States 1030 
 1031 

 IDLE – a service is not processing any requests currently. 1032 
 BUSY – a service is processing requests currently. 1033 

 1034 
Transitions 1035 
 1036 

 A service normally enters UP state in IDLE state. 1037 
 Relieved – a Service enters UP state in BUSY state if it was relieved (from 1038 
DOWN/SATURATED, see Down Substates). 1039 

 A service may transfer from IDLE to BUSY and vice versa. 1040 
 A service exits UP state from either IDLE or BUSY. 1041 

 1042 
State Transition Table 1043 
 1044 
Action Super State Current State End State Comment 
Accepts 
Request 

UP IDLE BUSY Currently PROCESSING 
requests 

Completes all 
processing 

UP BUSY IDLE All requests completed 
(either FAILED or 
PROCESSED) 

 1045 
Down Substates 1046 

 1047 

 1048 
 1049 

States 1050 
 1051 

 STOPPED – a service was intentionally stopped (e.g. for administrative 1052 
purposes). 1053 

 SATURATED – a service has exhausted its resources and cannot accept any new 1054 
requests. 1055 

 CRASHED – a service is unavailable because of an internal malfunction (e.g. 1056 
environmental problem). 1057 

 1058 
Transitions 1059 
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 1060 
 A service enters DOWN state in either a STOPPED, CRASHED or 1061 
SATURATED state. 1062 

 Stopped - a service may be stopped from any UP or DOWN state.  1063 
 Relieve – a service is relieved from saturation and exits a DOWN state 1064 
(transitioning to an UP/BUSY state).  1065 

 Recover – a service was (automatically) recovered from malfunction and exits 1066 
the DOWN state. It enters its UP state in the IDLE state  1067 

 Restart – a service was started again (manually) and exists a DOWN state. It 1068 
naturally transitions to an UP/IDLE state. 1069 

 Administrate – a service can be stopped from being crashed (manually) for 1070 
administration and maintenance.  1071 

 1072 
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State Transition Table 1073 
 1074 

Action Super 
State 

Current State End State Comment 

Manual 
Administration 

UP IDLE or 
BUSY 

STOPPED No longer accepting 
requests because of 
administrative action 

Malfunction UP IDLE or 
BUSY 

CRASHED Malfunction in any UP 
state 

Accepts 
Request 

UP BUSY SATURATED No longer accepting 
requests due to exhausted 
resources  

Administrate DOWN CRASHED or 
SATURATED 

STOPPED No longer accepting 
requests because of 
administrative action 

Processed or 
Failed 
Request(s) 

DOWN SATURATED BUSY Resources available after 
being exhausted such that 
requests can again be 
accepted 

Recovery DOWN CRASHED IDLE Accepting requests again 
after a malfunction 

Restart DOWN CRASHED or 
STOPPED 

IDLE Accepting requests again 
after being restarted 

Manual 
Administration 

DOWN CRASHED  STOPPED NO LONGER CRASHED 
BUT NOT ACCEPTING 
REQUESTS 

 1075 
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2.5.2 Request Processing 1076 
 1077 

 1078 
 1079 

States 1080 
 1081 

 Request Received – a service has accepted a request to perform one of its 1082 
functional responsibilities. 1083 

 Processing – a service is doing some internal processing/execution to fulfill the 1084 
requested function. 1085 

 Processed – a service successfully completed requested function returning results 1086 
to the requestor. 1087 

 Failed – a service encountered an error and didn’t complete the requested 1088 
function, returning error to the requestor. 1089 

 1090 
Transitions 1091 
 1092 

 A service starts request processing when it accepts (receives) a request. 1093 
 A service starts execution (actual processing) after it received a request. 1094 
 A service transitions to either processed or failed state depending on the outcome 1095 
of the processing/execution stage. 1096 

 A service exits request processing from either processed or failed state (which are 1097 
mutually exclusive according to the previous transition). 1098 

 1099 
State Transition Table 1100 

 1101 
Action Current State End State Comment 
Accepts 
Request 

       -o- REQUEST 
RECEIVED 

Request received by the Service 

Process the 
Request 

REQUEST 
RECEIVED 

PROCESSING Commence execution of service 
function based on request received 

Completion of 
processing 

PROCESSING PROCESSED Successful completion of function 
executed based on the request 
received 

Failure in 
processing 

PROCESSING FAILED Unsuccessful completion of function 
executed based on the request 
received 

 1102 
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2.6 Web service endpoint Relationship Model 1103 
There could be various mechanisms to discover and manage Web service 1104 
relationships. In the previous sections, we have described how relationships are 1105 
defined, but not how they are discovered or managed. This could be achieved in 3 1106 
ways; 1107 

 1108 
• Associating at “runtime” by a manageability capability that returns 1109 

relationships for a specific Web service, e.g. invoking an interface such as 1110 
getRelationships. 1111 

• Associating at “design time” by declaring relationships in the WSDL 1112 
documents of Web services, e.g. introspection of the WSDL. 1113 

• Associating by external “discovery” of Web service relationships that exist 1114 
between Web services, e.g. asking a container for an external service registry 1115 
or introspection of a UML model. 1116 

2.6.1 Manageability Capabilities 1117 
The Common Base Relationship model (see Appendix A) defines the manageability 1118 
capabilities concerning relationships. The model is only slightly extended for the 1119 
specific resource type Web service endpoint and is detailed in section 1.3.5. 1120 
 1121 
Note: The model defined here of relationships is specific to the manageability of Web service endpoints and is an 1122 
extension of the Common Base Relationship (CBR) model (see Appendix A). The CBR model may be suitable for 1123 
describing relationships between other IT resources, however that determination is not inferred by this work and is 1124 
outside of the scope of this document. The anticiaption is that this work will adopt a stabdardised, genric  1125 
representation for relationships when it becomes available. 1126 

2.6.1.1 Web service Endpoint Relationship Types 1127 
As detailed in section 1.3.5 the relationship types are identified using the following 1128 
URIs. 1129 
urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:dependency:uses 1130 
urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:change:compatibleWith 1131 
 1132 
<xsd:simpleType name="RelationshipType"> 1133 
  <xsd:restriction base="wsmr:AnyRelationshipType"> 1134 
    <xsd:enumeration      1135 
     value="urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:dependency:uses"/>  1136 
     <xsd:enumeration      1137 
     value="urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:change:compatibleWith"/>       1138 
 </xsd:restriction> 1139 
</xsd:simpleType> 1140 

2.6.1.2 Web service Endpoint Relationship Description  1141 
Relationships are declared between two elements (of type wsmr:Reference) and 1142 
include the type and name of the relationship.  1143 
 1144 
The relationship model for Web service endpoints is shown below. 1145 
 1146 
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 1147 
 1148 
The model above is based on the CBR model defined in Appendix A. The only 1149 
difference is the wser:EndpointReference type is an extension of wsmr:Reference 1150 
(A 2.1) that allows identifying particular resources that a Web service endpoint may 1151 
be related to.  1152 

 1153 
wser:EndpointReference 1154 
This complex type defines references specific to a Web service endpoint. It is a 1155 
specialization of the general reference to a resource. Note that any of the elements 1156 
in the choice group can also be identified by a URI, and therefore, optional 1157 
<reference> element of the wsmr:Reference type may also be included, but not 1158 
required. 1159 
 1160 
<xsd:complexType name="EndpointReference"> 1161 
<xsd:extension base=”wsmr:Reference”> 1162 
   <xsd:sequence> 1163 
      <xsd:choice> 1164 
         <xsd:element name="interface" type="xsd:QName/>  1165 
         <xsd:element name="endpoint" 1166 
type="wsa:EndpointReferenceType"/> 1167 
         <xsd:element name="gridReference" type="ogsi:HandleType"/> 1168 
         <xsd:element name="resource" type="xsd:anyURI"/> 1169 
         <xsd:element name="managebleEndpoint" 1170 
type="wsdm:EndpointIdentification"/>   1171 
      </xsd:choice> 1172 
   </xsd:sequence> 1173 
</xsd:extension> 1174 
</xsd:complexType> 1175 
 1176 
The following further describes the contents of this type. 1177 
 1178 
<wser:reference> 1179 
 <wsmr:role>xsd:string</wsmr:role>? 1180 
 <wsmr:resource>xsd:anyURI</wsmr:resource>? 1181 
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 (<wser:interface>xsd:QName</wser:interface> | 1182 
  <wser:endpoint>wsa:EndpointReferenceType</wser:endpoint> | 1183 
  <wser:gridHandle>ogsi:HandleType</wsmr:gridReference> | 1184 
      <wsmr:managebleEndpoint>wsdm:EdnpointIdentification 1185 
      </wsmr:resource>)  1186 
</wser:reference> 1187 
 1188 
/wser:reference/wser:endpoint 1189 
This optional element (of type wsa:EndpointRefererenceType) defines the endpoint 1190 
the reference refers to.  1191 
 1192 
/wser:reference/wser:interface 1193 
This optional element (of type xsd:QName) defines the interface the reference 1194 
refers to.  1195 
 1196 
/wser:reference/wser:gridHandle 1197 
This optional element (of type ogsi:HandleType) defines the entity the reference 1198 
refers to. 1199 
 1200 
/wser:reference/wser:manageableEndpoint 1201 
This optional element (of type wsdm:EndpointIdentification) defines the 1202 
manageable endpoint the reference refers to (see WS-Manageability specifications 1203 
for more details on this type).  1204 
 1205 
As defined above, a Web service endpoint references can be one of the following: 1206 
 1207 
• An Endpoint Reference (wsa:EndpointReferenceType) 1208 
• An Interface (xsd:QName)  1209 
• A Grid Handle (ogsi:HandleType) 1210 
• A Resource (xsd;anyURI) 1211 
 1212 
Endpoint References 1213 
As WSDL 1.2 becomes better defined, the endpoint referencing scheme it adopts is 1214 
likely to form the basis of how this specification should define the structure of 1215 
endpoint references. At this time, the WS-Addressing offers the clearest definition 1216 
and can be used within this document to define the structure of an endpoint 1217 
reference (http://xml.coverpages.org/ws-addressing20030313.pdf ). 1218 
 1219 
Interface References 1220 
Interface references are made by specifying the QName of the interface defined 1221 
within the context of the WSDL document that describes a service.  1222 
 1223 
Grid Service Handle  1224 
A Grid Service Handle (GSH) is an abstract naming construct defined within the 1225 
Open Grid Services Infrastructure specification. They are used to name service 1226 
instances but do not contain enough information to actually communicate with a 1227 
grid service instance. To communicate with a grid service instance a GSH must be 1228 
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resolved to a Grid Service Reference (GSR) that does contain the information 1229 
required to communicate with a specific grid service instance (). 1230 
 1231 
This mechanism allows for a level of indirections that makes distributed systems 1232 
more flexible and supports the relationship model we defined, in terms of abstract 1233 
relationships (e.g. interface or GSH). 1234 
 1235 
Manageable Endpoint 1236 
See definition of the manageable Web service endpoint identification topic (1.3.1) 1237 

 1238 
2.6.2 Manageability through WSDL Declarative Relationships 1239 

WSDL declarative relationships can be defined at the interface level, service level, 1240 
and at the endpoint level and can be mixed. For example, an service defined in 1241 
WSDL can also define its relationship to other interfaces or concrete endpoints. 1242 
 1243 
Relationships when declared between two interfaces are similar to partner link type 1244 
definitions in BPEL 1.1 However, each interface relationship is declared using the 1245 
CBR schema defined in Appendix A (wsmr:Relationship in A 2.2, wsmr:Reference 1246 
in A 2.1 and wser:EndpointReference in 2.6.1.2).  1247 
 1248 
The following example shows how the relationship schema is used to define a 1249 
dependency relationship between a travel agency service and services implementing 1250 
airline reservation interfaces. The relationship is expressed in WSDL using WS-1251 
Policy as an example of a possible approach. 1252 
 1253 
<definitions name=”AnInterfaceDependencyExample” 1254 
targetNamespace=”http://www.Travel.com/bookTrip/1.0/”  1255 
xmlns:tns=”http://www.Travel.com/bookTrip/1.0/” 1256 
xmlns:fs=”http://www.Airline.com/flightReservation/2.0/” … > 1257 
. . . 1258 
<wsp:Policy Name=”BookTripPolicy”> 1259 
<wsmr:relationships> 1260 
<wsmr:relationship> 1261 
<wsmr:type>urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:dependency:uses</wsmr:type> 1262 
<wsmr:name>Using a flight reservation service</wsmr:name> 1263 
<wsmr:target> 1264 
<wsmr:role>Flight Reservation Provider</wsmr:role> 1265 
<wser:interface>fs:FlightReservationPortType</wser:interface> 1266 
</wsmr:target> 1267 
</wsmr:relationship> 1268 
</wsmr:relationships> 1269 
</wsp:Policy> 1270 
. . . 1271 
<service name=”BookTrip” wsp:PolicyRefs=”tns:BookTripPolicy”> 1272 
. . . 1273 
</service> 1274 
</definitions> 1275 

 1276 
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2.6.3 Manageability through Infrastructure Services 1277 
The CBR model for describing and managing relationships (Appendix A) also 1278 
supports that the relationships in general become an independently defined element 1279 
of the Web services architecture. This would allow for relationship management at 1280 
an infrastructure service level.  1281 

 1282 
Essentially it means that CBR could be used as a base model that is extended in 1283 
terms of manageability interfaces for modification and discovery of relationships, 1284 
etc. An infrastructure service (rather than a resource) may offer the extended 1285 
relationship manageability interfaces. 1286 
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3 Web Service Endpoint Manageability Model Representation 1287 
The models shown above can be rendered in WSDL 1.1, GWSDL, and WSDL 1.2 when it 1288 
is available. It can also be used to create appropriate CIM models. The WSDL and 1289 
GWSDL representations are in the accompanying Web Service Manageability – 1290 
Representations document.   1291 
 1292 
The representations document shows how the model (and topic sub-models) can be 1293 
represented as WSDL 1.1 and GWSDL interfaces. Some of the techniques used may be 1294 
useful in defining the manageability of resources other than Web services. Specifically, the 1295 
development of common, base, and Web service endpoint specific interfaces for 1296 
manageability topics. However, it is beyond the scope of this document to define how other 1297 
manageability interfaces should be normatively rendered in WSDL.  When the WSDM 1298 
“Management Using Web Services” specification has been defined, the functions defined 1299 
by the base portTypes will move to it and the remaining portTypes in this companion 1300 
document will change, or new normative WSDL and GWSDLs will be defined, to align 1301 
with the “Management Using Web Services” specification. 1302 
 1303 
The GWSDL representations leverage existing OGSI and CMM functionality even where 1304 
equivalent capability is not available in the WSDL 1.1 representations at this time. 1305 
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Appendix A:  Common Base Relationship Model 1306 
 1307 
The Common Base Relationship Model (CBR) defines a general mechanism for describing 1308 
types of relationships that can exist between IT resources. The general model is offered, 1309 
such that it can be used to represent relationships between similar or disparate resources in 1310 
the form of references. Each Relationship defines a link, modeled as an association, 1311 
between exactly two Resources (a resource can, of course be related to many other 1312 
resources, but each link is modeled as a separate relationship). The two resources in a 1313 
relationship are modeled as References, one the source and the other the target. Each 1314 
Reference identifies the resource as the source or target and the role it plays within the 1315 
relationship. 1316 
 1317 
Note: Where a source Reference is not specified the Web service endpoint, advertising the relationship, is deemed to be 1318 
the source. Where relationships need to be bidirectional new realtionship types can be defined (eg UsedBy) and the role 1319 
element used to determine semantics for the traversal of the linkage (eg Flight booking  provider). 1320 
 1321 
Note: The CBR model may be suitable for describing relationships between other IT resources, however that determination 1322 
is not inferred by this work and is outside of the scope of this document. The anticiaption is that this work will adopt a 1323 
stabdardised, genric  representation for relationships when it becomes available. 1324 
 1325 

 1326 

 1327 
 1328 

A.1  Common Relationship Types 1329 
The semantics of a relationship are defined by its type. The types of relationships 1330 
identified based on manageability requirements and can be defined at two levels, 1331 
generically where the semantics of the relationship are consistent across resources 1332 
and between resource type and specifically where the semantics are definitive to the 1333 
resource types being related.  1334 

 1335 
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 1336 
 1337 

Generalized types of relationships are shown in the diagram above as examples, 1338 
that we expect to be defined by the Common Management Model (CMM) working 1339 
group or the OASIS Web Services distributed Management (WSDM) technical 1340 
committee as generic relationship types.  1341 

 1342 
Dependency: A dependency category represents the need of one resource by 1343 
another. For example, Uses is a type of dependency that states one resource directly 1344 
exploits the services provided by the other resource.  A software component uses another if 1345 
it invokes an interface provided by that component or a software component uses a file if it 1346 
reads or writes to it.  1347 
 1348 
Change: The change category represents relationships where a change has occurred. For 1349 
example, CompatibleWith is a type of change relationship that states one resource 1350 
maintains the same function a previous version, and can be used the same way.   1351 

 1352 
These relationship types are identified using URNs, using the following structure: 1353 
 1354 
urn:wsmr:<resource type/name identifier>:<generic relationship 1355 
type>:<resource specific relationship type> 1356 
 1357 
For example: 1358 
 1359 
urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:change:compatibleWith   1360 
 1361 
where webservice is the resource type, further qualified by endpoint, the generic 1362 
relationship type is change and the specific relationship type is compatibleWith. 1363 
 1364 
<xsd:simpleType name="AnyRelationshipType"> 1365 
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  <xsd:restriction base="xsd:AnyURI"/>  1366 
</xsd:simpleType> 1367 
 1368 
<xsd:simpleType name="RelationshipType"> 1369 
  <xsd:restriction base="wsmr:AnyRelationshipType"> 1370 
    <xsd:enumeration value="……"/>  1371 
    <xsd:enumeration value="……"/> 1372 
   </xsd:restriction> 1373 
</xsd:simpleType> 1374 
 1375 

A.1.1  Constraints on Common Relationships 1376 
Certain constraints can be defined as part of the semantic definition of a relationship 1377 
type. For example, generic or resource specific relationships could be defined as uni-1378 
directional where bi-directional a relationship could lead to non-resolvable circular 1379 
relationships. 1380 

 1381 

A.2  Common Relationship Description 1382 
Relationships are declared between two elements (of type wsmr:Reference) and 1383 
declare the type and name of the relationship.  1384 

 1385 
The Common Relationship Model for is shown below. 1386 

 1387 

 1388 

 1389 

A.2.1  wsmr:Reference 1390 
The wsmr:Reference type defines a reference to a resource in a Relationship. The 1391 
following schema definition describes this type. 1392 
 1393 
So that resource, the reference refers to, can be specified in different ways, 1394 
resourceGroup is defined as an abstract container element.  1395 
 1396 
<xsd:complexType name="Reference"> 1397 
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   <xsd:sequence> 1398 
   <xsd:element name="role" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0"/> 1399 
   <xsd:element name="resource" type=”xsd:anyURI” minOccurs=”0”/> 1400 
   <xsd:any namespace="##other" processContents="lax" minOccurs="0" 1401 
maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 1402 
   </xsd:sequence> 1403 
</xsd:complexType> 1404 
 1405 
This allows the resourceGroup element to be comprised of variable content.  1406 
Variable content will be defined as substitutable elements, specific to the 1407 
relationship type or resources being related.   In the model seen above there is only 1408 
one element defined for the variable content, but in later sections, we will see that 1409 
the variable content could be a restricted choice of many different types. 1410 
 1411 
/wsmr:reference 1412 
This represents a referenced entity in a relationship and specifies a resource and the 1413 
role the reference plays in the relationship.  1414 
 1415 
/wsmr:reference/wsmr:role 1416 
This required element (of type xsd:String) specifies the role this reference plays in a 1417 
relationship. 1418 
 1419 
/wsmr:reference/wsmr:resource 1420 
This is the URI that identifies the resource this reference points to. 1421 
 1422 

A.2.2  wsmr:Relationship 1423 
The wsmr:Relationship type defines a Relationship type. The following schema 1424 
definition describes this type. 1425 
 1426 
<xsd:complexType name="Relationship"> 1427 
   <xsd:sequence> 1428 
      <xsd:element name="type" type="wsmr:AnyRelationshipType" 1429 
minOccurs="0"/> 1430 
<xsd:element name="name" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0"/> 1431 
      <xsd:element name="source" type="wsmr:Reference" 1432 
minOccurs="0"/> 1433 
      <xsd:element name="target" type="wsmr:Reference"/> 1434 
<xsd:any namespace="##other" processContents="lax" minOccurs="0" 1435 
maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 1436 
   </xsd:sequence> 1437 
</xsd:complexType> 1438 
 1439 
The following further describes the contents of this type. 1440 
 1441 
<wsmr:relationship> 1442 
 <wsmr:type>wsmr:AnyRelationshipType</wsmr:type> ? 1443 
 <wsmr:name>xsd:string</wsmr:name> ? 1444 
 <wsmr:source>wsmr:Reference</wsmr:source> ? 1445 
 <wsmr:target>wsmr:Reference</wsmr:target> 1446 
</wsmr:relationship> 1447 
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 1448 
/wsmr:relationship  1449 
This represents a type of relationship that can exist between two elements (of type 1450 
reference), is named, and defines the type of relationship it represented between the 1451 
two elements.  1452 
 1453 
/wsmr:relationship/wsmr:type 1454 
This required element (of type xs:AnyURI) represents some element of type 1455 
wsmr:RelationshipType. (see Relationship Types ). 1456 
 1457 
/wsmr:relationship/wsmr:name 1458 
This optional element (of type xsd:String) specifies the name of the relationship 1459 
being specified.  1460 
 1461 
/wsmr:relationship/wsmr:source 1462 
This optional element (of type wsmr:Reference) specifies the [endpoint] property 1463 
and the [role] property the source reference plays within the relationship.   1464 
 1465 
/wsmr:relationship/wsmr:target 1466 
This required element (of type wsmr:Reference) specifies the [endpoint] property 1467 
and the [role] property the target reference plays within the relationship.   1468 
 1469 

A.3  Common Relationship Manageability Model 1470 
The relationship representation in UML and XML was given in section A.2. This 1471 
section defines a few additional data types and an interface model for accessing the 1472 
manageability of relationships capability. 1473 

 1474 
Following additional data types are used in the manageability model. All additional 1475 
data types specific to this sub model are defined in the wsmr namespace. 1476 
 1477 

+relationship[0..*] : Relationship
ArrayOfRelationships

 1478 

+name[0..1] : xsd:string
+type[0..1] : RelationshipType
+reference[0..1] : Reference

RelationshipQuery

 1479 
 1480 
RelationshipQuery specifies a set of parameters that may be provided to query a set 1481 
of resource relationships. The parameters define search criteria. 1482 

 1483 
Following event description data types are defined for relationships. 1484 

 1485 
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cbe:CommonBaseEventType
+relationship[1] : Relationship
+newTarget[1] : Reference

RelationshipTargetChangeInformation

RelationshipTargetChangeEventDescription

is a
contained in

 1486 
 1487 

The manageability information model for this topic has a name 1488 
ManageableRelationships which is defined in the 1489 
urn:wsmr:common:relationships:manageability namespace. 1490 

 1491 
Following diagram shows the relationship interface model. The details are described 1492 
in the following subsections. 1493 

 1494 

+QueryRelationships(in query : RelationshipQuery) : ArrayOfRelationships

-relationships[1] : ArrayOfRelationships
-availableRelationships[0..*] : RelationshipType
-availableRelationshipEvents[0..*] : EventIdentifier
«event» #relationshipTargetChange[1] : RelationshipTargetChangeEventDescription

ManageableRelationships

 1495 

A.3.1  Properties 1496 
 1497 

 relationships  1498 
This property is an array of known relationships for the source 1499 
resource.  1500 
 1501 

 availableRelationships  1502 
This property is an array of available relationships types that can be 1503 
provided by the resource.  1504 

 1505 
 availableRelationshipEvents  1506 

This property is an array of event identifiers that are available for 1507 
relationships defined for the resource.  1508 

A.3.2  Operations 1509 
 1510 

 QueryRelationships({<relationship query>}) 1511 
Returns an array of relationships based on the supplied query 1512 
parameters. For example it may look for relationship with a specified 1513 
name, a specified relationship type, or a specified reference as a target 1514 
or source. 1515 

A.3.3  Events 1516 
 1517 

 relationshipTargetChange 1518 
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The event occurs whenever a relationship target changes. 1519 
 1520 
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Appendix B:  Web service Relationship Examples 1521 
B.1    Web service endpoint Dependency:Uses Representation  1522 

Based on the general model for expressing relationships a dependency can be 1523 
defined in two ways, as per the model, at the interface level, and at the endpoint 1524 
level. Declaring relationships at the interface level for dependencies, allows for 1525 
visibility into relationships even where Web service endpoint to be utilized are 1526 
resolved dynamically at runtime.  The resolution would likely be in the form of a 1527 
Web service endpoint reference that contains the relevant information required to 1528 
invoke the Web service endpoint (binding to be used and the endpoint address). The 1529 
Web service endpoint reference is also, the way in which endpoint level 1530 
relationships for a web service endpoint are defined. 1531 

B.1.1 Endpoint defined Dependency:Uses 1532 
A dependency that is defined in terms of an endpoint reference implementing an 1533 
interface (early binding) is called an endpoint dependency. The structure of the 1534 
endpoint reference could be rendered using WS-Addressing 1535 
(http://xml.coverpages.org/ws-addressing20030313.pdf), Arthur Ryman's 1536 
R085 proposal ( http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-ws-desc/2002Dec/att-0021/01-1537 
URI-References.html ), the alternate Oracle submission to the WSDL working group 1538 
at the W3C (http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/www-ws-desc/2003Jun/att-1539 
0005/WS-Ref3.pdf ). The specification for these concepts as they relate to Web 1540 
Services is still evolving, and we expect normative definitions for them to emerge 1541 
in the future. 1542 

Example  1543 
The following example shows how the relationship model described in section 1544 
2.6.1.2 can be used to define a uses relationship between the TravelBooking service 1545 
of a TravelReservation service, and an endpoint reference to a Flight service. The 1546 
model is shown below followed by an XML rendition based on the schema defined. 1547 

 1548 
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 1549 
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The following is a schema rendered version of the UML example above. 1550 
 1551 

<wsmr:relationship> 1552 
 <wsmr:type>urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:dependency:uses</wsmr:type> 1553 
 <wsmr:name>Travel service uses Flight service</wsmr:name> 1554 
 <wsmr:source> 1555 
       <wsmr:role>Flight Reservation Requester</wsmr:role> 1556 
       <wsmr:endpoint   1557 
xmlns:tbs=”http://www.travelPlanner.com/TravelReservation”> 1558 
      <wsa:Address> 1559 
     http://www.travelPlanner.com/TravelReservation/SOAPListener 1560 
      </wsa:Address> 1561 
                 <wsa:PortType>tbs:TravelReservationPT</wsa:PortType> 1562 
      <wsa:ServiceName PortName=”TravelReservationSOAP”> 1563 
                  tbs:TravelReservation 1564 
      </wsa:ServiceName> 1565 
            </wsmr:endpoint> 1566 
      <wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1567 
            http://www.travelPlanner.com/wsdl/TBS.wsdl  1568 
            </wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1569 
       </wsmr:source> 1570 
 <wsmr:target> 1571 
         <wsmr:role>Flight Reservation Provider</wsmr:role> 1572 
         <wsmr:endpoint 1573 
xmlns:fbs=”http://www.CheapFlights.com/FlightReservation”> 1574 
        <wsa:Address> 1575 
          http://www.CheapFlights.com/FlightReservation/SOAPListener 1576 
        </wsa:Address> 1577 
                   <wsa:PortType>fbs:FlightReservationPT</wsa:PortType> 1578 
        <wsa:ServiceName PortName=”FlightReservationSOAP”> 1579 
                fbs:FlightReservation</wsa:ServiceName> 1580 
              </wsmr:endpoint> 1581 
        <wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1582 
              http://www.CheapFlights.com/wsdl/FR.wsdl 1583 
              </wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1584 
      </wsmr:target> 1585 
</wsmr:relationship> 1586 

B.1.2 Interface defined Dependency:Uses 1587 
Interface dependencies are resolved to endpoints at runtime through an endpoint 1588 
resolution mechanism (late binding). This type of declaration defines "I need a web 1589 
service endpoint that will allow me to send and receive messages as defined in the 1590 
interface I am identifying". The assumptions here are that the endpoint reference 1591 
will give me enough information to send the message I create to the URI (endpoint 1592 
defined in the endpoint reference). 1593 

Example  1594 
The following shows the same example used above (B.1.1) but describes the 1595 
relationship between the TravelBooking service of a TravelReservation service, at 1596 
an interface level on both sides of the relationship. The example is shown below as 1597 
an XML rendition based on the schema defined. 1598 
 1599 

 1600 
<wsmr:relationship> 1601 
 <wsmr:type>urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:dependency:uses</wsmr:type> 1602 
 <wsmr:name>Travel service uses Flight service</wsmr:name> 1603 
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 <wsmr:source> 1604 
        [… as above …] 1605 
       </wsmr:source> 1606 
 <wsmr:target> 1607 
         <wsmr:role>Flight Reservation Interface</wsmr:role> 1608 
   <wsmr:interface>fbs:FlightReservationPT 1609 
              </wsmr:interface > 1610 
         <wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1611 
              http://www.CheapFlights.com/wsdl/FR.wsdl 1612 
              </wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1613 
      </wsmr:target> 1614 
</wsmr:relationship> 1615 

 1616 
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B.2     Web service endpoint Change:compatibleWith Representation 1617 
Based on the general model for expressing relationships, compatibility can be 1618 
defined in two ways, at the interface level, and at the endpoint level.  1619 

B.2.1  Interface defined Change:compatibleWith 1620 
Declaring relationships at the interface level is more likely when declaring 1621 
compatibility. Compatibility is defined such that messages constructed from the 1622 
service description of one service can be sent to the related service without any 1623 
required changes to the message construct, and most importantly in the service the 1624 
requester receives. 1625 

Example 1626 
The following example shows how the relationship model described in section 1627 
2.6.1.2 can be used to define a compatibility relationship between a new Flight 1628 
reservation service and the original Flight service. The model is shown below 1629 
followed by an XML rendition based on the schema defined. 1630 
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 1631 
 1632 

The following is a schema rendered version of the UML example above. 1633 
 1634 
<wsmr:relationship> 1635 
 <wsmr:type>urn:wsmr:webservice:endpoint:chnage:compatibleWith     1636 
 </wsmr:type> 1637 
 <wsmr:name>Travel service upgrade</wsmr:name> 1638 
 <wsmr:source> 1639 
       <wsmr:role>Upgraded Flight Reservation Interface</wsmr:role> 1640 
       <wsmr:interface>nfbs:FlightReservationPT</wsmr:interface > 1641 
       <wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1642 
             http://www.CheapFlights.com/wsdl/NFR.wsdl 1643 
             </wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1644 
       </wsmr:source> 1645 
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 <wsmr:target> 1646 
       <wsmr:role>Depricated Flight Reservation Interface</wsmr:role> 1647 
       <wsmr:interface>fbs:FlightReservationPT</wsmr:interface > 1648 
       <wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1649 
             http://www.CheapFlights.com/wsdl/FR.wsdl 1650 
             </wsmr:wsdlLocation> 1651 
      </wsmr:target> 1652 
</wsmr:relationship> 1653 
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Appendix C: Issues to this document 1654 
 1655 
Issue #1 (by Igor Sedukhin): 1656 

Optionally there may be events from the start of a transition, in which case 1657 
duration will be missing from the event information. 1658 
Current specification prohibits that. 1659 

 1660 
Issue #2 (by Don Ferguson) 1661 

A set of specifications introduced in this specification should be replaced by 1662 
appropriate standards for the Web services community at large. Including: 1663 
 Event Polling (replacing CommonEventAccess portType)  1664 
 Event Emission Control (replacing CommonEventControl portType) 1665 
 Relationships Description (replacing relationships) 1666 
 Relationships View (replacing manageableRelationship) 1667 
 Runtime support of Attributes to represent property aspects (replacing 1668 
CommonDataAccess portType) 1669 
Additional specifications are required to provide support for properties in WSDL. 1670 
 Description support of Attributes to represent property aspects 1671 
 Attribute metadata and annotation support for description and runtime 1672 

• property classification (replacing propertyList) 1673 
• volatility 1674 
• mutability 1675 

 1676 
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